WORD FORMATION: TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. Do you find it hard to make travel ________ before you go away? ARRANGE
2. Do you think that travel ________ your mind? BROAD
3. What is the best ________ you have ever been on and why? TRAVEL
4. Have you made a holiday ________ for next year yet? BOOK
5. Are you a big fan of ________ while you are away or do you prefer other activities? SEE
6. Would you complain to the ________ in a hotel if you were not happy with the service? MANAGE
7. Have you ever been on a ________ holiday? DISAPPOINT
8. Have you ever spent an extended period of time ________? BROAD
9. If you had the ________, where would you go on holiday next year? CHOOSE
10. Would you ever seek ________ abroad? EMPLOY
11. Can you explain about a time in which you found the ________ of local people strange in a foreign country? BEHAVE
12. Do you need ________ to try to speak a foreign language while abroad? ENCOURAGE
13. Do you ever travel off the ________ track while abroad? BEAT
14. What is the most ________ holiday destination in your country? SUCCEED
15. Are you ________ about travel? PASSION
Answers:

1. Do you find it hard to make travel **arrangements** before you go away?
2. Do you think that travel **broadens** your mind?
3. What is the best **trip** you have ever been on and why?
4. Have you made a holiday **booking** for next year yet?
5. Are you a big fan of **sightseeing** while you are away or do you prefer other activities?
6. Would you complain to the **manager** in a hotel if you were not happy with the service?
7. Have you ever been on a **disappointing** holiday?
8. Have you ever spent an extended period of time **abroad**?
9. If you had the **choice**, where would you go on holiday next year?
10. Would you ever seek **employment** abroad?
11. Can you explain about a time in which you found the **behaviour** of local people strange in a foreign country?
12. Do you need **encouragement** to try to speak a foreign language while abroad?
13. Do you ever travel off the **beaten** track while abroad?
14. What is the most **successful** holiday destination in your country?
15. Are you **passionate** about travel?